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Abstract—The vast majority of knowledge management 
initiatives fail because they do not take sufficiently into 
account the emotional, psychological and social needs of 
individuals. Only if users see real value for themselves will 
they actively use and contribute their own knowledge to the 
system, and engage with other users. Connection dynamics 
can make this easier, and even enjoyable, by connecting 
people and bringing them closer through shared experiences 
such as playing a game together. A higher connectedness of 
people to other people, and to relevant knowledge assets, 
will motivate them to participate more actively and increase 
system usage. In this paper, we describe the design of 
TENTube, a video-based connection tool we are developing 
to support competence development. TENTube integrates 
rich profiling and network visualization and navigation with 
agent-enhanced game-like connection dynamics.  

Index Terms—competence development, connection 
dynamics, connection games, intelligent social agents, 
knowledge management, learning networks, network 
visualization, virtual communities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge exchange is particularly valuable in 

situations where feedback and advice from others is key. 
One such context is competence development, where 
people require access to knowledge and people to help 
them reflect on their current competences, learn which 
functions or jobs are within their reach, and explore the 
possibility of learning new skills or working in a new 
field.  However, the vast majority of knowledge 
management networks and communities fail to thrive 
because they do not take sufficiently into account the 
emotional, psychological and social needs of individuals. 
Even if the system’s repository contains many knowledge 
assets and has a large user community, it is difficult to 
connect people to relevant knowledge assets. This 
important issue was highlighted recently in a 2007 survey 
of IT professionals [1]. When asked what would make on-
line IT communities more beneficial the most frequent 
response was better search capabilities. Other areas for 
improvement included full-time moderators, whose role 
includes connecting people to content or people to people, 
and resident subject matter experts.  

In order to address this issue, new features such as 
games, agents and network visualization and navigation 
tools, which can help users find relevant material and 
support the social exchanges that occur between 
community members, particularly the ability to generate 
‘connections’ between people, need to be embedded along 
with the traditional knowledge management 
functionalities normally found in such systems 
[2][3][4][5] in order to give users more opportunities to 

engage in informal knowledge exchange with others, and 
stimulate them to actively participate in sharing and 
building on each others’ knowledge and experience [6][7]. 

In order to increase the “connectedness” within 
TENCompetence (a European Learning Network and 
community), we have developed a unique online 
environment which supports knowledge exchange related 
to competence development. Our design is original in that 
it combines different existing techniques. TENTube 
integrates the latest web trends (such as video-based 
communication, social network visualization and 
navigation tools), as well as a number of game dynamics 
aimed at stimulating and reinforcing connections among 
members or between members and relevant content. In 
addition, TENTube contains embedded connection agents 
which gather information about a user’s profile and 
system use, select the most appropriate videos and users to 
connect with, and stimulate users to watch and submit 
videos.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In 
the next section, we explore the value of “connectedness”. 
This is followed by a detailed description of the key 
design features of TENTube showing how each feature 
can increase connectedness and user value. We then 
discuss the how we plan to measure “connectedness” in 
the TENTube environment. The paper concludes with 
ongoing and future research directions. 

II. THE VALUE OF “CONNECTEDNESS” 
The concept and value of “connectedness” has been 

explored in many diverse disciplines such as knowledge 
management, psychology, sociology, social network 
analysis, organizational learning and strategy. Connecting 
people allows them to fulfill their needs for being, 
knowing, building and ensuring. First and foremost, 
contact with other people is a basic human need. Our need 
to belong is only outclassed by our physiological needs 
and our need for safety [8]. We need other people to 
affirm that we exist. When we are ignored our sense of 
self and presence fades [9][10]. 

Beyond the need for being, a second reason individuals 
connect with other people is because they need access to 
knowledge. Recent research has found that many people 
prefer to obtain information from people rather than 
documents [11][12][13]. Building professional or personal 
projects is a third reason that people need connections. 
Increased “connectedness” helps generate ideas, 
especially from connections with creative people and 
people in other disciplines [13][14]. It also appears that a 
fourth reason people need to increase their connectedness 
is to ensure their future. As a job for life is no longer the 
norm, many people feel increasingly insecure about their 
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future. As we often hear that most new jobs come through 
contacts, we seek to increase our number of professional 
connections as insurance against unemployment.  

Connecting people increases the number of their social 
ties which increases their social capital. Social ties can 
help one discover opportunities, sharpen one’s thinking, 
keep in touch with what is happening, give emotional 
support, and provide links to new people. However, there 
is a limit to the number of people with whom we can 
reasonably connect. Research suggests that we can only 
have genuine social relationships with 150 people [15]. 
Social networks require time to build and maintain, and if 
we let a connection languish or die, it is often harder to 
recreate then it was to create in the first place.  

Social ties are commonly classified into two main 
groups: strong ties and weak ties [16].  Strong ties are 
found between friends, while weak ties are found between 
acquaintances. While strong ties bring many advantages 
such as emotional support; ties that are too strong can 
cause relational network inertia, i.e. the ease of 
collaborating with those you already know well can 
actually prevent you from seeking out new ties. This can 
have an impact on new competence development, learning 
and adapting to new challenges [17]. 

Weak ties take less time to maintain so one can have 
more of them. Weak ties are good sources of useful non-
complex information [18]. Weak ties can help people find 
a new job, develop new competences, encourage learners 
to adapt to new challenges, and develop their cognitive 
and social skills. Thus helping people connect with 
relevant others and develop more weak ties is one way of 
adding value to their online community and learning 
network experience. 

III. TENTUBE DESIGN 
In order to increase “connectedness” of the 

TENCompetence community members, TENTube 
integrates a structured Video Exchange Channel, a 
Network Visualization and Navigation Tool, a Profiles 
Space, a Connection Game Space and a number 
embedded Connection Agents.  

A. Video Exchange Channel 
On the TENTube Channel users can very easily view, 

search, comment, tag, rate and submit videos in a similar 
way to YouTube. The key specificities of the TENTube 
Channel are: 
• The environment is “closed” (i.e. not public).  
• Users are identified when entering, have a profile, 

and their activities are recorded in a log file. 
• All members are peers and can see each others’ 

profiles. 
• Videos can be either imported from other sources, 

such as YouTube or produced and submitted by the 
users.  

• Videos in the TENTube Channel belong to one of 
these three categories: 
- Competence Development Awareness Videos - 

these videos feature presentations related to 
competence development in general; for example, 
“The need for intercultural media competence” or 
“Teachers can change the world”. 

- Competence Development Opportunity Videos - 
these videos feature competence development 

opportunities; for example, educational institutions, 
courses, or books. “How to” videos also fit into this 
category. 

- Competence Development Expert Videos - these 
videos feature individuals presenting themselves as 
experts in some competence domain. These videos 
can be seen as extension and complement to the 
“traditional” user profiles. Video resumes can also 
fit into this category. 

 
Figure 1.  The TENTube Channel 

The TENTube Channel (see Fig. 1) creates connection 
opportunities by enabling users to see competence-related 
videos submitted by others, and to submit videos for 
others to see. The Channel also increases connectedness to 
videos and people by supporting the commenting and 
discussion of individual videos. Two further connection- 
oriented embedded mechanisms include tagging videos 
with specific competences and the possibility of rating 
videos. 

B. Network Visualization and Navigation Tool 
A network visualization and navigation tool (NVNT) 

helps users visualize and browse through the network of 
relationships created dynamically between three types of 
objects: people, videos and competences/tags (see Fig. 2). 
Such relationships/links include: 

“Video  is related to   Competence/Tag” 
“User  has submitted/seen  Video” 

“Video  has inspired  Video” 
“User  knows  User” 

The NVNT fulfils an important function by enabling 
users to freely navigate through the different relationships 
and networks, and access other members’ profiles. Users 
can also create links to other users (indicating their social 
network) and rate the intensity of their relationships. In 
addition, the NVNT includes a “time-machine” which 
enables users to explore the evolution of the network over 
time, showing for instance the growing popularity of a 
specific video or competence.      
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Figure 2.  The TENTube Network Visualization and Navigation Tool 

C. Profiles Space 
The TENTube Profiles Space (Fig. 3) encourages 

members to access information about other members, their 
interests, competences and networks. Such an 
environment aims at increasing the visibility of each 
member and stimulating users to identify members with 
whom to “connect”. The Profiles Space also contains an 
embedded chat room. 

 
Figure 3.  The TENTube Profiles Space 

D. Connection Game Space 
The TENTube Game proactively encourages users to 

access videos and connects users to each other. Each game 
is played between two anonymous players, and can consist 
of several rounds in which players view one or more 
videos and try to guess/match what the other player “sees” 
in the video. At the end of the game, the two players are 
asked if they wish to reveal their identity. If they both 
agree, they are connected to the profile and network of the 
other player.  

 
Figure 4.  The TENTube Game 

The logic of the TENTube Game is similar to the one of 
the ESP game [19] and the ProfilAMat game [20], with 

the exception that the objects the users play with are 
competence-related videos included in the TENTube 
Channel. During each round, two players view the same 
video in parallel and try to describe it with words. Each 
player can type as many words as they want while they 
watch the video. Players get points for each matching 
word in their list. At the end of each round/video, points 
are attributed using an approximately U-shaped scoring 
function dependent on time (i.e. video duration). In 
addition, points are subtracted if no match is made during 
a round. Fig. 4 shows a screen from the TENTube Game. 
A key design principal of the TENTube Game is the 
selection of the relevant videos and the 
matching/connection of users. For each game, the video 
and users are selected by a Connection Agent operating 
with an algorithm described in the section D. This 
algorithm assumes that at least two users are online and 
willing to play. If this is not the case, the user can play 
against the machine. Finally, after a video has been used 
in a TENTube Game session, the event and matching 
words/tags are communicated to the video’s author. This 
supports the automatic gathering of video-related 
information and may stimulate video authors to revise 
their videos, or to submit new versions. 

E. Connection Agents 
TENTube contains embedded connection agents which 

gather information about a user’s profile and system use, 
select the most appropriate competence-related videos and 
users to connect with, and stimulate users to watch and 
submit videos. In the TENTube game, the video and users 
are selected by a connection agent operating with an 
algorithm of the type: 
• The video has not already been seen by the two users. 
• The two users have not played together recently. 
• Maximize “similarity” between the two users (for 

example, have similar competences) 
• Maximize matching of proposed video tags with 

tags/competences of other videos seen by the two 
users (interesting user-video connection). 

• User’s preferences (the game can ask at the 
beginning if the users have a preference for videos in 
any of the three categories). 

 

Connection Agents identify “similarity” among users as 
a function of their behavior (e.g. which videos they have 
seen, submitted, and which competences they have or 
would like to acquire). Connection Agents also connect 
people by suggesting that users view the profiles of 
“similar” users or that they browse through a “similarity” 
network displayed using the NVNT. 

IV. MEASURING “CONNECTEDNESS” IN THE TENTUBE 
ENVIRONMENT 

In the area of human computer interfaces, a number of 
evaluation methods are used such as field studies, 
laboratory experiments, and inspections. Field studies are 
ideal evaluation approaches since they allow evaluators to 
assess the technology in context; however, as these require 
a robust system, as well as an environment that can 
accommodate experimental technology, researchers are 
often forced to use other methods, such as inspection 
methods and laboratory experiments. In the area of 
knowledge management, there does not appear to be a 
systematic way to evaluate knowledge management 
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systems. Common approaches are requirements analysis, 
usability studies, case studies, user cases and surveys [21]. 
Most of these methods focus on the requirements and 
functionalities of the system, as well as usability 
[21][22][23]. However, despite, or perhaps because of, the 
many frameworks and studies on metrics adapted to the 
specific environment and needs of various users, it has not 
been possible to generalize metrics for knowledge 
management evaluation [22]. It also appears that the 
measurement of value, and of the psychological and social 
processes involved in the use of knowledge management 
systems, remain areas that still need to be developed. 
Emphasis on social dimensions such as participation and 
interaction appear to be more salient in the evaluation of 
online communities. Ethnographic techniques such as 
interaction logging are widely used and have the 
advantage of being both easy and unobtrusive [24][25]; 
however, they also have the disadvantage of posing some 
ethical questions about privacy. Nonetheless, given the 
experimental learning community members’ permission, 
the rich descriptions generated in log files can greatly 
contribute to our understanding of both individual and 
collective behavior within online communities [26].  

How can we best measure the “connectedness” of the 
TENTube Environment, i.e. the connectedness between 
people, between people and knowledge assets/videos and 
between videos? Intuitively, the value of connectedness, 
Vc, for an individual, i, should be based on the number of 
connections the individual has, n, and the quality or 
relevance, q, of those connections, Vc

i
 = f(n,q). The value 

function of connectivity should increase as the number of 
high quality connections increases. In addition, we must 
base our metric on data which can be easily collected 
within TENTube, either by asking users directly or by 
studying their profiles and on-line behavior. 

A. onnectedness between People 
First we consider the minimal data we need in a 

person’s profile in order to find and connect with relevant 
people (see Table I). A person’s interests are key. In 
addition, we need to know who she already knows as this 
will have an influence on her connectedness value 
propositions – are we connecting her to someone new or 
are we reinforcing an existing link? In order for a 
relationship between two people to develop outside of the 
community, we need to be able to communicate their 
names and contact information to each other.  

TABLE I.   
MINIMAL PEOPLE SPECIFIC  CONNECTION METRICS NEEDED  

Metric Name Information Provided by the Metric 
hasInterest Interests that the person has 
hasNetwork People the person knows 
personName Name of person 
contactInfo How to contact the person 

 

We can also collect data about the on-line behavior of 
users. Table II shows the actions that people can either 
spontaneously take, or actions that agents can propose in 
order to stimulate a person’s interest. First of all, an agent 
can suggest that a person might like to view another 
person’s profile. If the person actually does view the 
profile then the agent has contributed to “connectedness” 
value by making the user either aware of a new person or 
up-to-date with someone he already knows. An individual 

can also search for and view profiles on their own. 
Secondly, an agent can suggest that two people play a 
game. If the two people then play the agent has 
contributed to both of their “connectedness” values by 
helping them get to know each other better via a shared 
experience. If after the interaction, the two people decide 
to share contact details with each other then the 
connection can be deemed a success. Thirdly, they can 
connect to their new contact and rate the intensity/quality 
of their people connections using the Network 
Visualization and Navigation Tool (NVNT).  

TABLE II.   
ACTIONS BETWEEN PEOPLE 

Action Name Action Dynamics 
suggestView(pi ,pj) An agent suggests that a person 

might be interested in viewing 
another person’s profile 

View(pi ,pj) A person views the profile of 
another person 

suggestGame(pi ,pj) An agent suggests that two 
people play a game 

Play(pi ,pj) Two people play a game 
Share(pi ,pj) Two people decide to share 

contact details after the game 
Connect(pi ,pj) A person connects to another 

person by linking in NVNT. 
Rate(pi ,pj) A person rates how well they 

know the other person on a scale of 
1 through 5 – relationship 
intensity. 

 

Three additional people specific metrics can be derived 
from individuals’ actions (see Table III). The connection 
preferences of the individual, the average intensity of an 
individual’s connections to other people, and the average 
intensity that other’s rate their relationship with the 
individual. For example, if the person consistently does 
not view suggested profiles, then we can assume that he is 
not interested in connecting with people, and propose 
more connections directly to knowledge assets instead. 
The connection preference structure can either be derived 
from analyzing behavior, or by asking user’s directly.  

TABLE III.   
CONNECTION METRICS DERIVED FROM ACTIONS - PEOPLE 

SPECIFIC 

Metric Name Information Provided by the Metric 
hasConPref Connection preferences that the 

person has 
(people, videos, both) 

givesRating Average relationship intensity rating 
of individual’s connections to other 
people 

hasRating Average relationship intensity rating 
of other peoples’ connections to the 
individual 

 

In summary, the value function of connectivity between 
people, Vc(p1,p2), is a function of the number of profiles 
that each user views, the number of games that each user 
plays, the number of times an individual shares his contact 
information, and the number of proposed new people 
connections that eventually end up connected to the user. 
By suggesting possible interesting connections to people, 
the agent contributes to increasing user to user 
connectivity. The quality of the connection is also 
important. We measure the quality through the 
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relationship intensity rating. The value function of 
connectivity between people is also a function of 
reciprocity. If two people both view each other’s profiles 
and eventually connect to each other then their value 
function of connectivity has been maximized.  

B. Connectedness between People and Videos 
The minimal meta-data we need about a video in order 

to connect it to interesting people and similar videos is 
shown in Table IV. The video needs a name to identify it, 
and must be tagged with competencies in order to classify 
it. Knowing who submitted the video provides 
information about the competencies that are of interest to 
that person. The date the video was submitted is necessary 
for the “time-machine” to function, and to allow easy 
identification of new videos submitted in the last week, or 
the tracking of new versions. Finally, it can also be useful 
to see which videos have inspired other videos. 

TABLE IV.   
MINIMAL VIDEO SPECIFIC  CONNECTION METRICS NEEDED 

Metric Name Information Provided by the Metric 
assetName Name  
hasTags Subjects/Competencies covered in 

video 
submittedBy Name of person who submitted video 
submittedOn Date was submitted 
wasInspiredBy Video that inspired it 

 

We can also collect data about a user’s on-line behavior 
concerning videos. Table V shows the actions between a 
person (p) and a knowledge asset/video (k). A person can 
submit a video. A person can update a previously 
submitted video. An agent can suggest that a person might 
like to view a video. If the person actually does view the 
video then the agent has contributed to “connectedness” 
value. An individual can also search for and view videos 
on their own. A person can comment a video. Finally, a 
person can rate the quality of the video. Combining the 
ratings of all users provides one additional and very 
important action-derived video specific metric which is 
the average rated quality of the video (Table VI). 

TABLE V.   
ACTIONS BETWEEN A PERSON AND A VIDEO 

Action Name Action Dynamics 
Submit(pi ,kj) A person submits a video to the 

repository 
Update(pi ,kj) A person submits a new version of a 

previously submitted video 
suggestView(pi 

,kj) 
An agent suggests that a person 

might be interested in viewing a video 
View(pi ,kj) A person views the video 
Comment(pi ,kj) A person comments a video 
Rate(pi ,kj) A person rates the quality of the 

video 

TABLE VI.   
CONNECTION METRICS DERIVED FROM ACTIONS – VIDEO 

SPECIFIC  

Metric 
Name 

Information Provided by the Metric 

hasRating Average rated quality of the video 

 

The value function of user to knowledge asset 
connectivity, Vc(pi ,kj), is then a function of the number 
of videos that each user submits, updates, views, and 
comments and the quality of the video based on asking the 
user to rate its relevance. By suggesting possible 
connections to videos, the agent contributes to increasing 
user to knowledge asset connectivity. The more high 
quality videos a user submits, updates, views, and 
comments the higher the value function of user to 
knowledge asset connectivity.  

C. Connectedness between Videos 
Videos can be relevantly connected by having the same 

submitter, the same subject, or by being different versions 
of the same video. There is also a connection between 
videos when one video has been inspired by another. The 
value function of knowledge asset to knowledge asset 
connectivity, Vc(ki ,kj), is then a function of the number 
of new connections between videos. The more new 
connections, the higher the value function of knowledge 
asset connectivity. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  
Many on-line knowledge exchange communities fail 

because they do not take sufficiently into account the 
emotional, psychological and social needs of individuals. 
The addition of new social features is also a current trend 
in open community sites; for example, LinkedIn has just 
started suggesting people with whom you may which to 
connect [27]. A modern interactive knowledge exchange 
and learning environment which incorporates the latest 
web trends and connection dynamics such as knowledge 
asset-based games can provide real value to learning 
community members by encouraging them to engage with 
each other while viewing knowledge assets.  Increasing 
the connectedness of people to other people, and to 
relevant knowledge assets, should motivate them to move 
from lurkers to active community contributors.  

In this paper, we have described the design of 
TENTube, a video-based connection tool we are 
developing to support distributed communities of 
members focusing on competence development. 
TENTube integrates rich profiling and network 
visualization and navigation with agent-enhanced game-
like connection dynamics. TENTube was designed to 
motivate users to establish connections that do not exist by 
creating awareness, stimulating interest, and providing a 
pretext for making new connections. We also aim to 
strengthen connections that already exist by encouraging 
individuals to “reconnect” from time to time. TENTube 
also includes the possibility to attach documents and links 
to videos. It can therefore be seen as a value-adding layer 
designed on top of more traditional content and 
knowledge management systems.  

Currently our first line of research is to deploy 
TENTube in three different organizational and inter-
organizational contexts:  
• ChangeMasters Community of education 

professionals,  
• CEDEP Inter-organizational Learning Network 

of middle and top managers, and  
• Finmeccanica Corporate Learning and Competence 

Development for top managers. 
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The ChangeMasters Community consists of over 
1000 globally distributed faculty, corporate trainers, and 
independent consultants who develop and run change 
management workshops based on the EIS management 
simulation in universities, business schools, the public 
sector and companies. For some years now, this 
community has been using an online platform on a regular 
basis to access information and news about the EIS 
simulation, to download software and related teaching 
material, and to manage transactions such as session 
booking. Although the platform does contain basic 
mechanisms to allow members to communicate with each 
other, and in spite of invitations to do so, members have 
not taken advantage of this knowledge exchange and 
collaboration opportunity, but perceive the platform 
mainly as an individual service, to “get what they need 
and leave”. As an initial hypothesis we attribute this to the 
fact that the platform lacks a number of features to make 
knowledge exchange dynamics both attractive and 
conducive to value-adding exchanges among members. 
The reasons for this might include limited communication 
media (the fact that the content is mainly text-based), low 
visibility of members-related information (simple and 
poorly filled members profiles), no emphasis on social 
networking or linking members to knowledge assets, and 
also no reason at all to visit the platform for entertainment 
value (‘no fun’). Thus we plan to integrate the features 
and dynamics of TENTube into this platform to encourage 
members of this learning community to finally start 
interactively sharing their own experiences in different 
contexts, as well as their ideas about new ways of 
developing further, deploying, or debriefing the 
simulation. 

CEDEP Inter-organizational Learning Network 
(interorganizational context) –  CEDEP is an Executive 
Education Consortium, founded in 1970 in association 
with INSEAD to design and develop innovative open, 
company specific and limited consortium programmes for 
its members. The consortium is composed of 
approximately 30 industry leaders, such as Aviva, 
Bekaert, Fortis, ING, L’Oréal, HSBC, Renault-Nissan, 
Sanofi Aventis, Tata Steel and Valeo. These companies 
co-govern the institution, as well as co-create and co-
design all programmes, as is typical in inter-organizational 
Learning Networks. TENTube has a high potential to 
provide participants with an attractive, interactive 
platform for extending their learning and networking 
beyond the classroom experience. Thus we are adapting 
TENTube to fit with their Learning Network Goals which 
are to: (1) Extend participants’ management learning 
experience between modules, between programmes, and 
after CEDEP. (2) Nurture and strengthen the cross-
cultural cross-functional professional network developed 
while at CEDEP, and (3) Make it fun and simple for 
participants to share their experiences of implementing 
ideas from programmes in their company, keep up-to-date 
with new developments in relevant managerial topics, and 
keep in touch with each other. 

Finmeccanica (organizational context) – Finmeccanica 
is one of the largest European industrial conglomerates. 
As a first step, the TENTube platform will be piloted in 
Workshops with groups of top executives. After 
validation, the platform is should be made accessible to a 
large network of Subject Matter Experts within the 
Finmeccanica group, becoming a critical element in their 

Competence Development and Knowledge Management 
strategy. 

A second line of research consists in gradually 
extending TENTube’s functionality, e.g. with the 
integration of graphic analysis tools supporting the 
visualization of the combined competencies of specific 
subsets of members (teams), the enhancement of user 
profiles, the addition of user privacy controls, and the 
incorporation of rich competence profiling.  

Our third, and most important line of research consists 
in validating, through the analysis of TENTube logs, 
surveys and user interviews, our hypothesis that the design 
principles underlying this type of system contribute in a 
measurable way to stimulating knowledge exchange, 
collaborative learning, and ultimately effective 
competence development in online communities. From a 
research perspective, the advantage of a system like 
TENTube is that, given permission of the users, a large 
amount of data can be collected automatically in log files, 
including relevant indicators like sign in frequency, time 
spent playing games, time spent navigating and exploring 
relationship networks, number of videos watched and 
submitted, number of new connections originating from 
games, or number of suggestions followed from 
recommending agents. 
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Figure 1.  The TENTube Channel 

 

 
Figure 2.  The TENTube Network Visualization and Navigation Tool 
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Figure 3.  The TENTube Profiles Space 

 

 
Figure 4.  The TENTube Game 
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